Welcome to Sketch
Version 43.2

New to Sketch?
Get started with these tutorials

Join our Newsletter
News and tips in your inbox

Get Sketch Mirror
View your designs on iOS

Join Sketch Cloud
Upload and share your designs

Recents
Templates

New Document  Android Icon Design  iOS App Icon
iOS UI Design  Material Design  Web Design

Open an Existing File...  Cancel  Choose
(in which the TA starts in medias res)
...in which this, too, shall start in medias res.
...in which this, too, shall start in medias res.
...in which this, too, shall start in medias res.
...in which this, too, shall start in medias res.
toggle Fill
Line
Group Selection
Ungroup Selection
another Oval
toggle Border
select All...
Artboard

...and export. done!
i tried, ok?

LOL
LOL

:-D LOLLERSKATES :-D

ROFL COPTER!!!
what we will be doing

draw
- artboards,
- shapes,
- boolean ops

layout
- alignment,
- grids,
- palettes

reuse
- styles,
- symbols,
- toolkits
draw
layout
reuse

basics of sketch—part 1
A page with circles

Left Circle

Right circles

- Oval 3
- Oval 2
none  solid color  linear gradient  radial gradient
exercises make these

(it's the ungroup icon)
solutions made these
basics of sketch—part 2

layout
reuse
draw
alignment
distribution

how do you resize this?
style elements

bold text on white in varying strengths

bryant pro alternate, left aligned

300° gradient
palettes

“so basic that I still often switch to macOS’s palette”
...instead **use styles**
...and symbols
...and toolkits
toolkits urls

hci.st/sketch-tutorial
thank you!

contact:
ludwig@cs.stanford.edu

go google terms:
“sketch app” & “sketch app sources”

slides available on:
http://cs247.stanford.edu